AUTOMATED ASTRONOMY
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input/output expander circuit so we could attach our own
special sensors and actuators via a single cable that runs
serially through each. We can expand to over 200 such
devices, and we can issue up to 256 commands to each one.
The observer communicates with the computer primarily
through the keyboard and TV monitors. Commands~e.g.,
data acquisition time or telescope tracking rates-are
entered via the keyboard and verified by alphanumeric
displays on the monitors. Data acquired by thetelescope
and received by the computer are also displayed on the
monitors as well as recorded in storage or printed out.
The system is controlled through panels at the observer's
and night assistant's stations. One panel enables the night
assistant to select the various control program options that
are available. A second panel contains buttons to start,
stop, or suspend the data collection process. It also permits
the recording cycle to be suppressed when the data is
considered to be of no value.
Because accurate time is fundamental for most
astronomical observations, the system includes a clock
which operates as an independent unit. It has an
independent display and separate power source that remain
on when the rest of the system is turned off. It can also be
run from standby batteries if power interruptions prove to
be frequent. The computer consults the clock to read
sidereal time (which is time based on the earth's
rotation with respect to the stars) and civil time (which is

time based on the earth's rotation with respect to the sun).
Merely by automating the data recording and display
functions,we have improved by a factor of two the speed
with which an observer can make photometric
observations. The significanceof improvements such as
this in telescope utilization efficiency becomes immediate
and obvious when we remind ourselves of the magnitude
of investment represented by these instruments: Total
construction and installation costs on the 60-inch telescope
came to some $1 million.
Another major step will come when we have
preprogrammed stellar coordinate corrections, which will
free the observer from the traditional, time-consuming
methods of calculating coordinates to locate an object in
the sky. I expect this improvement to produce an
additional 10 percent saving in observation time. This
saving alone will pay for the entire computing system,
which cost a little over $100,000.
But even beyond the dollar savings, we have really only
begun to scratch the surface in providing astronomers with
the enormous flexibility of the modern digital computer.
Right now, observers are still getting acquainted with the
possibilities of the system. As they become more familiar
with its capabilities, they will identify new observation
requirements-to which we will respond by developingnew
control devices, data gathering devices, and computer
software.
I n early 1969 the telescope was
assembled, without optics and data
acquisition devices, in the central enxilevrin# shops on the Calrech cumpus.
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